Dear colleagues,
Croatian Association for Supervision and Organizational Development
in cooperation with
Association of National Organisations for Supervision in Europe (ANSE) and
University of Zadar are pleased to announce

2015 Summer University!

August 17 – 21, 2015
University of Zadar, City of Zadar, Croatia

Supervision - Guiding Lights
for Development in Times of Crisis
Croatian Association for Supervision and Organizational Development
Address: Nazorova 51, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.hdsor.hr

Crises are essential part of our lives. They are not the part of life that we
necessarily like, but they are still an unavoidable part of our lives. Some of our
most valuable strengths arise from such crises. Some of the life lessons were
hatched just there, in the middle of the storm…And in that moment when the
crisis brings upon us the strongest wave and when we feel all alone in the middle
of the raging storm, we see a small ray of sunshine, just a small guiding light is all
we need..…
Can supervision be that guiding light that will lead a supervisee out of the storm?
And what could exactly a supervisor do to become a lighthouse visible from far
away?
Within the 2015 Summer University in Zadar, we will create a safe and peaceful
place under the sun .... a place where you will have the opportunity to look upon
the scary storms from the safety of a lighthouse…So, if you are curious and brave
enough to climb up and see the magnificent storms and rays of guiding lights
come and join us in Zadar.
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We are pleased to invite you to contribute to the 2015 Summer University by participating
at the event, exchanging your experience, skills and knowledge related to supervision.
We hope to be able to deepen our insights to the following questions:

•
•

What role supervision play in the time of the crisis?
Is supervision adversely affected by it?
Are supervisors in some ways collaborating, and willingly or unwillingly adding to
the
detrimental effects of societal, economic and political developments?
Can the crisis become an incentive for positive change?
What are the expectations of participants of supervision process at the time of the crisis?

•

In what ways crisis is present as a part of supervision process and content?

•

How do we perceive the crisis of values and how do we deal with it?

•

How free are supervisors to follow their own morals, and which morals are they
adhering to?

•

How to use examples of good practice as resources for working in crisis circumstances?

•
•

Through invited lectures, lecturers, and workshops we plan to deal with impact,
possibilities and responsibilities of the supervision in different context at the time of crisis.
By organizing 2015 Summer University, we hope to contribute to the professional
development of all participants, their work and life environment. We aim to broaden
possibilities for cooperation, mutually enrich our existing experiences and help provide
strength to each other for new supervision and other challenges life brings.
As experts, we are faced with many types of crisis in various aspects of our lives. Crisis
affects our personal and family life, areas of professional and social work, our financial
wellbeing, education and moral values. Our role as supervisors has brought us the
experience of working with and being faced with many types of crisis as well as the
consequences they have on individuals and the society as a whole. This situation brings
forth the question of the role of supervision in the process of facing the changes crisis
brings and finding ways to resolve arising difficulties.
Consequences of the social and economic crisis can be expected to be continued in the
following years, both in the psychosocial services that we provide to direct beneficiaries,
education and other areas of work, and in work with professionals: social workers,
psychologists, teachers, social pedagogues and others. Supervisees bring to focus their
feeling of helplessness, frustration and pain caused by listening to troubles their
beneficiaries are faced with as a result of all kinds of crises. They question their own
competences and struggle with the process of professional development. However, as
supervisors we have experience showing us that periods of crisis are also periods of
intense learning and development of a person but of supervision as a profession too.
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME
Programme of 2015 Summer University will consist of these elements:
Plenary lectures
Workshops
Presentations
Reflections and discussions based on the workshop content
Throughout the conference, ANSE Corner will be available for all who have questions about
ANSE. Additional time and space will be provided during afternoons for meetings of
International Intervision Groups.
In optional part of the program two excursions to near nature sights will be organized.
Preliminary outline of the program:
Dates/time

Monday
17/8/2015

9.30-10.30

Tuesday
18/8/2015

Wednesday
19/8/2015

Thursday
20/8/2015

Friday
21/8/2015

Plenary
lecture

Plenary
lecture

Plenary
lecture

Plenary
lecture

Closing

10.30-11.00

Coffee break

11.00-13.00

Workshops

Workshops

Workshops

13.00-14.00

Reflections &
discussions

Reflections &
discussions

Reflections &
discussions

14.00-15.00

Lunch

15.00-18.00

Registration

Excursion

18.00-20.00

Opening

ANSE Corner

20.00-21.00

Welcome
cocktail

Presentations
ANSE Corner

Excursion
ANSE Corner

Dinner

Detailed program will be developed soon.
Stay tuned: http://www.hdsor.hr/ or www.anse.eu
Should you need any additional information
andreja.rosandic@gmail.com

or

help

please

contact:
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KEY NOTE SPEAKERS
Dr Paul Stubbs is a UK-born sociologist who has lived and worked in Croatia since 1993,
combining activism, advocacy, research and consultancy. He was a founding Board Member
of the Centre for Peace Studies, an NGO based in Zagreb. Since 2003, he is a Senior Research
Fellow at the Institute of Economics, Zagreb. His main research interests concern: Social
policy and social inclusion at global, European and regional scales; Activisms and social
movements in South East Europe; and Policy translation. He has co-edited (with Alexandra
Kaasch) ‘Transformations in Global and Regional Social Policies’ (Palgrave MacMillan,
2014) and is the author of ‘Making Policy Move: towards a politics of translation and
assemblage’ (with John Clarke, David Bainton and Noemi Lendvai) published by Policy
Press in April 2015. He is also co-editor (with Rory Archer and Igor Duda) of a book ‘Social
Inequalities and Discontent in Yugoslavia’ to be published soon by Ashgate. He is an elected
Member of the Croatian Council for Science, Higher Education and Technology.
Vesna Leskošek (PhD) is associate professor at the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of
social work. Her current position is Vice Dean for Research. Her fields of research includes
poverty, social inequalities, welfare state, social rights and gender. Among her latest
publications in English are: 'From welfare fraud to welfare as fraud'. In T. Harrikari, P-L.
Rauhala, E. Virokannas (eds), Social change and social work: the changing societal
conditions of social work in time and place. Farnham; Burlington: Ashgate, 2014; 'The role
of feminism in protecting social rights'. In B. Kašić, J. Petrović, S. Prlenda & S. Slapšak (eds.),
Feminist critical interventions: thinking heritage, decolonizing, crossings. Zagreb: Red
Athena University Press, 2013; 'Social determinants of health: the indicators for measuring
the impact of poverty on health' in Zdravstveno varstvo, 51 (1), 2012.
Vito Flaker (PhD) is a professor at the Faculty of Social Work, at the University of
Ljubljana. He started his academic career in 1986 and has been an auxiliary professor since
2001. He has been a guest lecturer in many international studies, such as London School of
Economics, Anglia Ruskin University in Cambridge, University of Birmingham, University of
Colombo, University of Sri Lanka and others. He is a social activist in the area of mental
health and addictions issues (Odbor za zaščito norosti, Direktno socialno delo, IZ-hod,
Stigma etc.). He practices following areas of social work: mental health in the community,
addictions, long term care, individual planning in social work, risk analysis empowerment,
de-institutionalisation, and methods of social work, action research, social innovations and
use of quantitative methodology. From 2001 to 2007 he held the position of Dean at the
home Faculty, and beside that a position of Head of Department for Mental Health in the
Community. Since 2009 he has been the director of Summer School of Social Work in
Dubrovnik. He is an expert consultant for the development of community services in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Serbia and Albania. He has participated in several dozen scientific and
professional projects and relevant scientific symposiums. He has won the Slovenian
National Life’s Work Award for social work in 2010.
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Marina Ajduković (PhD) psychologist and sociologist, university professor, family
therapist and licensed supervisor. Main teaching and research focus: child abuse and
neglect, intimate partner violence, integrative social work and supervision. Since 1991
works continuously as a supervisor in different settings i.e. project run by UNICEF-a, SOSKinderdorf, social welfare system, Counselling centre for HIV-positive persons, trauma
research team etc. As a supervisor worked as well in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, and
Kosovo. From 2004 to 2012 was president of the Croatian Association for Supervision and
Organizational Development. She introduced first training in supervision for professionals
in social welfare (2001 – 2004) and was co-editor of the first university text books in
supervision in Croatian language in 2004. From 2006 she is the head of the Postgraduate
specialist program in supervision and from 2009 Doctoral program in social work and
social policy at the Department of Social Work, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb. She is a
chief editor of the journal Annual of Social Work since 1995. Currently she participates in
the Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Projects "A European system of Comparability and
Validation of supervisory competences" (52722-LLP-AT-LEONARDO-LMP) (funded by EU,
2012 till May 2015). She has published more than 150 papers in journals and 12 books.
ABOUT ORGANIZERS:
CROATIAN ASSOCIATION OF SUPERVISION AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(Hrvatsko društvo za superviziju i organizacijski razvoj – HDSOR) is a non-governmental,
nonpartisan and non-profit association. The purpose of the association is to represent and
coordinate activities of supervision education programs and supervision activities in
Croatia. Our goal is the advancement of different forms of counselling, supervision as
reflection, expert inter-active exchange in the area of education, health counseling, culture,
politics, spiritual care, social work, leadership and management.
ANSE is the Association of National Organisations for Supervision in Europe. The
organisation represents more than 8.000 qualified supervisors and coaches in the field of
consulting in 22 European countries and more than 80 training institutions. ANSE aims to
exchange of information between national organisations and training institutes, to promote
the learning about cultural diversities as well as to support cooperation.
THE UNIVERSITY OF ZADAR is the largest integrated University in the Republic of Croatia,
which includes 25 university departments. Departments perform studies on three levels:
undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate. The University of Zadar cooperates with
numerous Croatian and foreign institutions and academic associations, through
membership in international organisations and communities, and through cooperative
contracts with other universities.
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2015 SUMMER UNIVERSITY LANGUAGE: English
VENUE: University of Zadar, Mihovila Pavlinovića 1, HR - 23000 Zadar

15 March 2015

Opening of registration

15 May 2015

Deadline for early registration (290 €)

15 July 2015

Deadline for ordinary registration (350 €)

Link to registration form:
REGISTRATION FORM
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ACCOMMODATION
Special hotel rates for 2015 Summer University participants have been provided. Please
book your accommodation on time using following contact details.

Please note that all accommodation booking will go via Mr. Mandić.
Contact person for reservation:
Mr. Ante Mandić, Head of Tourist Agency Via Magna
Address: R. Boškovića 5, 23 000 Zadar
Email: viamagna@unizd.hr
Tel. +385 (0)23 300 977; Fax. +385 (0)23 300 982; Mob. +385 (0)99 300 0121
You can plan your stay within one of the following options:
HOTEL KOLOVARE is located near the historical sights of the
ancient city of Zadar, in a peaceful and picturesque part of the city.
Distance between hotel and University of Zadar venue is 15
minutes’ walk by the sea.
Double room: 80.68 EUR per person/night
Single room: 116.00 EUR per person/night
HOTELI ZADAR D.D. | Hotel KOLOVARE
Bože Peričića 14 | 23 000 Zadar | Croatia
info@hotel-kolovare.com
http://www.hotel-kolovare.com

HOSTEL OF UNIVERSITY OF ZADAR
Students’ dormitory turn into hostel during the summer season,
July – August. It offers 94 rooms (18 triple rooms and 76 double
rooms). Distance between hostel and University of Zadar venue
is 15-20 minutes’ walk.
Double room: 135,00 HRK per person/night (cca 17.00 EUR)

Dr. Franje Tuđmana 24d, HR-23000 Zadar
www.unizd.hr/studentskidom
tkrsulov@unizd.hr / studom@unizd.hr

PRIVATE ACCOMMODATION
There are plenty of private owned apartments, houses and rooms. You can check them and
make your own reservation:
http://www.zadar.travel/en/accommodation/private-accommodation
Or you can contact Mr. Mandić to provide assistance and/or booking.
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HOW TO GET THERE?
ARRIVA BY AIR
Zadar airport is located in Zemunik Donji in the near vicinity of the
Zagreb-Split A1 highway connection (Zadar 2). It is about 8 km far from
the center of Zadar. Croatia Airlines - the national airline company, a
member of the Star Alliance airlines association, links Croatia by direct flights to a number
of European destinations: Amsterdam, Vienna, Brussels, Frankfurt, London, Munich, Paris,
Rome, Sarajevo, Skopje, Zurich, Düsseldorf, Copenhagen, Podgorica and Priština, In the high
season, the Croatian coast is linked by air with additional destinations in Austria, France,
Germany and Great Britain. In cooperation with its partners, Croatia Airlines enables its
passengers to reach destinations across the world. You can access other destinations by
changing planes in Zagreb which, as the capital of Croatia, belongs to the international air
traffic network. Visit www.zadar-airport.hr for more information.

ARRIVAL BY BUS
Regular international bus lines connect Croatia with Austria, Italy,
Hungary, France, Germany, Bosnia and Hercegovina. Croatia has also
quality developed national bus lines net, that reaches to the smallest
places on the coast. Information at the Main Bus Terminal in Zadar. Visit Timetable for
more information.

ARRIVAL BY BOAT
Regular travel and ferry lines to Italian port of Ancona (Ancona, Pescara and
Bari from Split and Dubrovnik). Daily ferry line connects Rijeka and Split
during whole year. All ports, including those on the islands are available to regular ferry
lines. During summer season ferry lines are more frequent. Visit www.jadrolinija.hr for
more information.

ARRIVAL BY CAR
The city of Zadar is an easily accessible destination which you can reach by
land, sea or air. With its good infrastructure it is directly connected to
other bigger Croatian cities: Zagreb, Rijeka, Split and Osijek. Excellent connectivity makes
you come safe and easily: with the new highway Zagreb - Split (A1) in less than 3 hours
from Zagreb and Rijeka.
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